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FOREWORD BY  
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Why this research is vital
Today’s business landscape is increasingly 
challenging and uncertain, especially for small 
and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs). Faced with a 
slowing economy, declining commodity prices and 
increasing regulations, it is more important than ever 
for businesses to plan how they will ‘future-proof’ 
themselves. Despite this, only 38% of Chief Financial 
Officers (CFOs) who took part in our most recent 
annual CFO Future-Proofing Survey in Singapore 
say they have a long-term Game Plan – defined in 
this report as a three to five-year proactive business 
strategy. What is clear is that having a strong Game 
Plan to navigate a changeable climate is no longer an 
option – it is a necessity.

American Express commissioned this research to 
provide Singapore SMEs with insights into how and 
why they should take steps to future-proof their 
businesses now. SMEs are major job creators and 
many are the most innovative entrepreneurs in the 
economy. We wish to help them formulate the right 
Game Plans to deliver growth and thrive despite 
aggressive competition.

Of the candid views we received from 253 CFOs in 
Singapore, the majority have increased their focus on 
future-proofing since the 2015 survey but are aware 
that there is still room to do more. 

Many SMEs lack the resources and time to juggle 
their short-term priorities with a long-term plan. 
But it is not all doom and gloom. Businesses are 
capitalising on opportunities for growth. Their 
priorities include improving cash flow management, 
relying more heavily on e-commerce, becoming more 
agile and differentiating their products and services. 

Better long-term planning will allow SMEs to respond 
more effectively to opportunities and undertake 
incremental innovation, giving them the confidence 
that their Game Plan will help to drive growth. 

As you read our survey findings and glean insights 
from peer companies, ask yourself: will your strategic 
framework get you to where you want to be in five 
years’ time, or is more work needed? 

We hope this report inspires you to assess or create 
your Game Plan and take the necessary action to 
guide your company towards future success. 

Nigel Fox 
Vice President & General Manager 
American Express 
Global Commercial Payments 
Singapore
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KEY FINDINGS

This document contains interactive elements. 
Click on the  symbol for more detail.

The findings contained in this report reflect the views of CFOs from across Singapore, with survey data collected by East & Partners Asia in April 2016.
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THE PRESSING NEED  
FOR A GAME PLAN

The importance of knowing where 
you are going
Planning ahead is critical in today’s tough economic 
environment. And when it comes to creating a Game 
Plan, companies in the Singapore SME sector will 
have different needs to larger corporations. 

SMEs are known for being more nimble and agile in 
dealing with the major forces shaping their markets. 
However, 62% of the SMEs we surveyed say they do 
not have a Game Plan to future-proof their business. 
And the smaller their turnover, the less likely they are 
to have a plan.

“We don’t have a plan. We have 
budgets, which we review every 
quarter. We definitely need a plan that 
looks at our risks and where we’re 
going to get growth from, whether 
within the business or by doing 
something completely different.”
Labour Hire Company,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover

Less than one-quarter of SMEs with turnover of  
S$2 million to S$49.9 million say they have a Game 
Plan. This is significantly lower than their larger 
peers. But still only 63% of the companies with 
turnover of more than S$100 million are actively 
future-proofing.

One reason future-proofing is taking a back seat  
may be that SMEs are struggling to meet their  
short-term goals. Around 87% of them say their 
immediate needs are more important than mapping 
out a Game Plan.

“We try to plan ahead to future-proof 
the business but it’s often something 
that falls by the wayside in the day-to-
day running of things.”
Wholesale Distribution Company,  
S$10M – S$49.9M turnover

Businesses can no longer afford to plan for only 
the short-term. With an external environment that 
changes quickly and is difficult to predict, being 
able to strike a balance between preparedness and 
adaptability is essential.

The most successful SMEs have forward-thinking 
Game Plans that map out how the organisation will 
maximise opportunities and address threats.

ENTERPRISES WITH FUTURE-PROOFING GAME PLANS IN PLACE 
(% of Total)

Overall
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Focus on future-proofing 
Relative to 12 months ago, companies acknowledge 
that future-proofing has become more of a focus.  
On a scale of one to five, where one equals 
‘significantly more focus’ and five equals ‘significantly 

less focus’, SMEs rate their increase in focus on such 
plans at an average of 2.19. This focus diminishes as 
the enterprise gets smaller, with SMEs with turnover 
of S$2 million to S$9.9 million indicating a reduced 
focus on future-proofing with a rating of 2.58. 

The clarity and longevity of future-proofing plans 
tend to correlate to business size. On a scale of 
one to five, where one equals ‘very clear’ and five 
equals ‘not at all clear’, companies with a turnover of 
S$2 million to S$9.9 million rate the clarity of their 
Game Plans at an average of 2.76. Companies with 

a turnover of S$100 million to S$200 million give a 
more positive rating of 2.11 on average. The Game 
Plans of larger businesses cover an average of 3.5 
years, while smaller businesses report an average 
Game Plan timeline of 1.5 years. 
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Taking risks in a fast-moving world 
An important decision businesses make when 
devising their Game Plans is how much risk they can 
afford to take. 

In the face of uncertainty in their operating 
environments, CFOs in Singapore are taking fewer 
risks than in 2015. When asked to rate their risk 
appetite compared to 2015 on a scale of one to five, 
where one equals ‘significantly more risk’ and five 
equals ‘significantly less risk’, CFOs gave an average 
rating of 2.79.

Seventy-nine per cent of CFOs attribute their 
reduced risk appetite to a less stable and less 
predictable business environment. Almost two-thirds 
of CFOs also point to increasing regulations on their 
business as a reason for taking fewer risks, while 
38% cite the availability of capital or cost of capital.

“Our biggest concern is regulation, 
mainly because of the industry we’re 
in. We have lots of offshore people 
coming into Singapore under contract 
and the rules keep changing. We have 
two people employed full time on 
this.” 
Labour Hire Company,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover

Business leaders in smaller companies have a 
greater appetite for risk on average than their 
counterparts in larger companies. Companies with 
a turnover of S$2 million to S$9.9 million report 
an average rating of 2.03 on a scale of one to five, 
where one equals ‘a very high risk appetite’ and 
five equals ‘a very low risk appetite’. Those with a 
turnover of S$100 million to S$200 million are more 
conservative, with an average rating of 2.83. This 
indicates how nimble smaller companies have to be 
to stake their place in the market.

“Managing risks in the business has 
become more important and, as the 
CFO, I spend a lot of time on this. We 
have lots of moving parts and any of 
them can easily become a threat very 
quickly, so I try to anticipate these by 
watching the projects very closely.” 
Construction Company,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover
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CREATING A GAME PLAN

Navigating a way forward 
Our research shows that three in four CFOs who 
report a material change in their role over the past 
12 months say they are now much more strategically 
involved in their business and its leadership. 

It is clear that CFOs have taken on more 
responsibilities and are driving growth and 
championing innovation. They now wear many hats, 
and an essential part of their role is finding ways to 
future-proof their businesses. With so much more to 
achieve, a robust Game Plan will equip CFOs to move 
faster and achieve more aggressive targets.

“As CFO, I’m totally involved with 
the business and even interact with 
clients. It means I contribute more 
and better, rather than just being a 
back-room finance guy.” 
IT Solutions Company,  
S$10M – S$49.9M turnover

HOW THE CFO ROLE HAS CHANGED
(% of Total)

Become much  
more strategic

More focused on  
the future

Other

Stronger risk focus 
generally

76% 18%

5% 2%
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Top strategies for future-proofing 
The first step in formulating a Game Plan is 
identifying the challenges faced. According to 
the survey, the biggest threats businesses face 
is ‘tightening cash flow’ and ‘rising cost of doing 
business’, both identified by 38% of CFOs to be an 
issue. This is followed by tightening ‘local market 
economic conditions’ (26%). 

“Access to funding and preserving  
our working capital has become more 
of an issue for us recently. Our order 
sales cycles are getting longer and it 
may take nine months before we  
sell our product.” 
Manufacturing Company,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover

These results differ from 2015 when businesses 
reported that changing economic conditions posed 
the biggest threat, followed by a tighter labour pool 
and government regulations.

“Our costs of doing business keep 
climbing and, although we try, we 
can’t get on top of these, especially 
our labour costs. It’s a daily grind.”
Wholesale Distribution Company,  
S$10M – S$49.9M turnover

Identifying the challenges businesses face helps 
CFOs to fine-tune their strategies. Not surprisingly, 
39% of Singapore businesses rank ‘improving cash 
flow management’ as their top priority in the coming 
12 months. This is followed by ‘focusing on mergers 
and acquisitions’ (35%) and ‘selling the business/
finding a bigger home’ (32%).
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The cost of future-proofing 
SMEs are spending an average of 8% of their 
annual turnover on future-proofing strategies, with 
smaller companies spending the largest percentage. 
Businesses with a turnover of S$2 million to 
S$9.99 million expect to spend an average of 9% in 
developing and executing future-proofing strategies. 
Larger companies with a turnover of S$100 million  
to S$200 million plan to spend an average of 7%.

However, some priorities are still being shelved. 
When asked what they were unable to address  
due to a lack of time or budget, SMEs identified 
getting the business offshore, replacing ageing 
infrastructure and developing equity partnerships  
as their top issues.

“Our biggest problem is not keeping 
up enough with technology change. 
What we do has been working but 
may not be enough in five years’ 
time. We may have to upgrade our 
skill base and service offerings. This 
is difficult when we have plenty of 
business in ‘old style’ IT work today.”
IT Solutions Company,  
S$10M – S$49.9M turnover
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INVEST AND INNOVATE

Developing a sustainable  
competitive edge
More than 60% of CFOs are confident that their 
organisation has a compelling competitive edge. Of 
those CFOs who do see their businesses as having a 
competitive edge, nearly two-thirds believe they will 
still have that advantage in three to five years. 

The research findings indicate business size affects 
how CFOs view their competitiveness. CFOs of 
businesses with an annual turnover of up to S$50 
million see their enterprises as having a compelling 
competitive edge, while those from companies with 
higher revenue hold a more conservative view about 
their company.

Almost two-thirds of Singapore SMEs believe that a 
greater focus on e-commerce is the single greatest 
strategy that will give their businesses a more 
sustainable competitive edge. 

“We’re also going online as a future-
proofing step. We’re now generating 
about 10% of our income online after 
struggling with it for five years but the 
margins have actually become better 
than our retail stores.” 
High Street Retailer,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover

Agility and an ability to adapt quickly come second 
for 52% of CFOs. Number three on the list of critical 
initiatives to deliver sustainable competitiveness is 
‘product/service differentiation’ and ‘know-how, skills 
and competencies of employees’, both identified by 
47% of CFOs.

Planning is a fundamental consideration to maintain 
a compelling competitive edge.

“We need great people to deliver  
our services, and they are hard to 
find. Even when we have found them, 
they’re hard to keep, so we have  
to design systems to ensure we  
don’t lose talent but keep them 
interested. This is our biggest  
future-proofing task.” 
Educational Services Company,  
S$2M – S$9.9M turnover

SMES’ COMPETITIVE EDGE  
(% of Total)

Overall
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INVEST AND INNOVATE

Agility is key
CFOs from larger SMEs say their organisations are 
unable to change direction or adapt their strategies 
as quickly as they would like in response to a rapidly 
changing business environment. 

The opposite is true at the other end of the scale, 
where CFOs of smaller SMEs say their companies are 
agile and able to change quickly. 

“We’re actually pretty good at 
changing things quickly – work 
practices, design changes, dealing 
with unexpected or unknown things 
within a project – so we try not to  
over-plan but do stay quick on  
our feet.” 
Construction Company,  
S$50M – S$99.9M turnover
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Singapore as a springboard 
Despite the uncertain global economy, Singapore 
has maintained its attractiveness as a place to do 
business for most SMEs. When asked to rate the 
attractiveness of Singapore as a place to do business 
compared to 12 months ago, CFOs gave an average 
rating of 2.40, where one  equals “much more 
attractive” and five equals “much less attractive”.

More than one in four CFOs consider Singapore’s 
beneficial tax environment and business-friendly 
government support as the biggest advantages. The 
second and third key attributes, identified by 20% 
of CFOs, is Singapore’s ‘transparency, open market, 
rule of law and governance’ and ‘access to Southeast 
Asian markets for supply chain procurement’.

Using government funding
Interestingly, 70% of companies are not using, or 
intending to use, any grants or funding provided by 
the Singapore government. Of the SMEs that do use 
government grants or funding, those with a turnover 
of S$2 million to S$9.9 million rate its importance to 
the business highly. They report an average rating 
of 1.43 on a scale of one to five, where one equals 
‘essential’ and five equals ‘not essential’.

When asked just how vital government support is 
to their business’s success, SMEs with turnovers 
of S$2 million to S$49.9 million rate such support 

more highly than their larger counterparts. Larger 
businesses, with turnovers of S$50 million to  
S$200 million, still consider government grants 
important for their success – with ratings of 2.02  
and 2.33 respectively. However, they do not see  
such support as being so critical to their business. 
Clearly, these government grants and funding 
programmes are more effective in helping smaller 
Singapore businesses.
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“The role of a leader is to define  
 reality and give hope…Then  
 you’ve got to put together a  
 strategy that galvanises people,  
 that gives them hope that they  
 can overcome the obstacles  
 or achieve something that they  
 didn’t think was possible.”

Ken Chenault,  
American Express Chairman and CEO
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CONCLUSION

ASSESSING CHALLENGES  
AND OPPORTUNITIES
While the current environment is challenging, it 
presents opportunities for SMEs to take calculated 
risks to invest for growth. 

This report asked CFOs to use a high degree of self-
assessment to provide a candid and honest view of 
the current challenges and opportunities. What is 
clear from this survey is the importance of keeping 
the Game Plan agile, responding to changes, and 
measuring and delivering growth.

The responses of CFOs have allowed  
American Express to get a better picture of the state 
of play for this vital segment of the market, which 
faces unique challenges. These CFOs identified a 
wide range of issues and highlighted the areas that 
need attention. 

IMPROVE CASH FLOW 
MANAGEMENT

LOOK TO E-COMMERCE  
TO IMPROVE AGILITY

USE TECHNOLOGY TO BOOST 
INTERNAL EFFICIENCY

MAKE FULL USE OF  
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

CONSIDER COLLABORATING  
WITH STAKEHOLDERS AND 

PERIPHERAL SUPPORT 
BUSINESSES

CONSIDER MERGER AND 
ACQUISITION OPPORTUNITIES 
THAT PRESENT GOOD VALUE  

IN THE CURRENT MARKET

Our survey revealed the following areas of focus and most common  
future-proofing strategies for CFOs over the next 12 months: 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Timeframe
Industry analyst East & Partners Asia was mandated 
by American Express to conduct this primary 
research and draw insights around how future 
proofed Singapore’s SME market is. East & Partners 
Asia interviewed 253 CFOs of Singapore SMEs over a 
five-week period ending 22 April 2016. 

Industry Types
Organisations ranged in size and industry, including 
Agriculture, Forestry Fishing (2.4%); Mining 
(1.6%); Manufacturing (11.1%); Construction 
(6.7%); Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste (1.6%); 
Wholesale (7.9%); Retail (13.4%); Hospitality, 
Accommodation, Food services (4.3%); Transport 
& Freight (9.1%);Information Technology & 
Telecommunications (9.5%); Banking, Financial 
& Insurances Services (7.1%); Rental, Hiring 
and Real Estate (4.0%); Professional Services 
(5.1%); Scientific and Technical Services (4.3%); 
Administrative & Support Services (1.6%); Education 
& Training (2.4%); Health Care & Community 
Services (2.4%); Arts & Recreation (1.6%); Other 
Business Services (3.2%); Membership, Charitable, 
Not for Profit (0.8%).

Note: This reflects a direct representation of a 
natural sample of Singapore’s S$2.0M – S$200.0M 
turnover enterprise population.

Job Titles
All interviews were conducted in person or by 
telephone with the key personnel holding primary 
responsibility for the organisation’s financial 
management with 35.6% being CFO, 26.1% being 
CEO, 17.0% being COO, 15.0% being Treasurer and 
6.3% being Other.

Revenues
Sampled businesses also reflect Singapore’s SMEs 
with 22.1% turning over S$2.0M – S$9.99M, 24.5% 
turning over S$10.0M – S$49.9M, 35.2% turning 
over S$50.0M – S$99.9M and 18.2% turning over 
S$100.0M – S$200.0M.

Definitions
Small to mid-sized enterprises (SMEs): Singapore businesses with an annual turnover of between  
S$2 million and S$200 million. 

Game Plan: A three to five-year proactive business strategy.

Future-proofing: The process organisations use to anticipate and respond to changes to remain successful. 
This can include having financial agility, developing new ways of working or structuring the company, and 
investing in new products and services. Future-proofing is not confined to financing and can include action 
taken by all C-suite executives or innovation departments within the business.
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